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UPLANDS AREA PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE
You are summoned to a meeting of the Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee which will be held
in Committee Room 1, Woodgreen, Witney, OX28 1NB on Monday, 10 January 2022 at 2.00 pm.

Giles Hughes
Chief Executive
To: Members of the Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee:
Councillors: Jeff Haine (Chairman), Julian Cooper (Vice-Chair), Andrew Beaney, Nathalie Chapple,
Merilyn Davies, Ted Fenton, David Jackson, Alex Postan, Geoff Saul, Dean Temple
and Alex Wilson.
Recording of Proceedings – The law allows the public proceedings of Council, Cabinet, and
Committee Meetings to be recorded, which includes filming as well as audio-recording.
Photography is also permitted. By participating in this meeting, you are consenting to be
filmed.
As a matter of courtesy, if you intend to record any part of the proceedings please let the
Democratic Services officers know prior to the start of the meeting.
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AGENDA
1.

Minutes of Previous Meeting (Pages 3 - 8)
To approve the minutes of the meeting held on 13 December 2021.

2.

Apologies for Absence and Temporary Appointments

3.

Declarations of Interest
To receive any declarations from Members of the Committee on any items to be
considered at the meeting

4.

Applications for Development (Pages 9 - 32)
Purpose:
To consider applications for development, details of which are set out in the attached
schedule.
Recommendation:
That the applications be determined in accordance with the recommendations of the
Business Manager – Development Management.
Page
11 - 32

5.

Application Number
21/03159/FUL

Address
Diddly Squat Farm Shop
Chipping Norton Road
Chadlington

Officer
Joan Desmond

Applications Determined under Delegated Powers and Appeal Decisions (Pages 33 - 46)
Purpose:
To inform the Sub-Committee of applications determined under delegated powers and
any appeal decisions.
Recommendation:
That the reports be noted.
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Agenda Item 1
WEST OXFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of the
Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
Held in the Council Chamber at 2.00 pm on Monday, 13 December 2021
PRESENT
Councillors: Jeff Haine (Chairman), Julian Cooper (Vice-Chair), Merilyn Davies, Ted Fenton,
David Jackson, Elizabeth Poskitt, Alex Postan, Geoff Saul, Dean Temple and Alex Wilson
Officers: Joan Desmond (Principal Planner), Stuart Mclver (Career Grade Planner), James
Nelson (Career Grade Planner), Phil Shaw (Business Manager – Development Management),
Kim smith (Principle Planner – Enforcement) and Michelle Ouzman (Strategic support Officer).
40

Minutes of Previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 15 November 2021 were approved and signed by the
Chairman as a correct record.

41

Apologies for Absence and Temporary Appointments
An apology for absence was received from Councillor Andrew Beaney.
Councillor Poskitt substituted for Councillor Nathalie Chapple.

42

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest received.

43

Applications for Development
The Sub-Committee received the report of the Business Manager – Development
Management, giving details of an application for development, copies of which had been
circulated.
RESOLVED: That the decision on the following application be as indicated, the reasons for
refusal to be as recommended in the report of the Business Manager – Development
Management, subject to any amendments as detailed below:20/02600/FUL - Bladon Chains Caravan Park, Bladon
The Principal Planner, Mrs Desmond, introduced the outline application for the reorganisation and upgrade of the existing Caravan Club Site to include the removal of 92
touring caravan pitches, demolition of existing site buildings, construction of replacement
facilities and maintenance/housekeeping buildings, with provision of static accommodation in
the form of 36 Holiday Lodges.
Ms Elle Cass addressed the Committee on behalf of the applicant, and a copy of her
submission is attached as an appendix to the original copy of the minutes.
Following a question from Councillor Poskitt, relating to water and sewage arrangements for
the site, Ms Cass clarified that a full drainage system was in place.
The Principal Planner presented her report and in noting the late representation report,
highlighted that there were no archaeological constraints to the proposal. The proposal was
therefore recommended for approval, subject to the conditions listed in the full report.
Councillor Cooper addressed the meeting and referred to the planning policies listed on page
20 of the report. He noted that the site was located in the middle of Blenheim and
Woodstock and within a World Heritage site, and advised that he would like to view the site
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Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
13/December2021
to judge its proximity to these locations. Councillor Cooper proposed that the application be
deferred to enable a site visit to take place and this was seconded by Councillor Poskitt.
Councillor Postan addressed Members and commented on the proposed pitch of the roofs.
In response to comments made, Councillor Jackson was not sure what benefit a site visit could
be, and the Chairman advised that it may give a sense of the area.
Councillor Davies agreed that the site should be visited when the caravans were in place.
Having been proposed and duly seconded, the deferral to allow a site visit to take place was
put to the vote, and was lost.
Councillor Postan proposed that the application be approved as per the officers’
recommendation.
Councillor Cooper reiterated his original concern that the site lay between Bladon and
Woodstock and could bring the communities too close together in a similar way to
developments between Ducklington and Witney, and Carterton and Brize Norton.
Councillor Poskitt raised a concern that the lodges would be turned into houses and holiday
homes, as they would not be deemed as permanent residence, then queried if conditions could
be added. Mrs Desmond advised that it was not reasonable to limit the time as it was a rental.
Councillor Jackson felt that the removal of the caravans and the introduction of lodges would
be a greater landscape enhancement, especially when it led to the scope of additional tree
planting.
Councillor Postan asked for clarification as to whether the lodges were to be sold or let. Ms
Cass confirmed the lodges would be let only, and not sold.
Councillor Postan proposed that the application be granted as per officers’ recommendations
and this was seconded by Councillor Davies.
The officers’ recommendation for approval, subject to the conditions listed in the report, was
put to the vote and was carried.
Approved
Councillor Cooper voted against approval.
21/02343/OUT Land East Of Barns Lane, Barns Lane, Burford
The Principal Planner, Mrs Desmond, introduced the outline application with all matters
reserved for up to 141 assisted extra care residential units (Class C2), up to 32 affordable
housing units (Class C3) along with associated communal facilities, parking, vehicular and
pedestrian access, internal roads, public open space, landscaping, drainage and other associated
infrastructure.
The following people addressed the committee:
Councillor John White – Town Councillor, objecting
Jennie Craven – objecting
Councillor Derek Cotterill – Ward Councillor, objecting
Mrs Desmond continued her presentation and drew attention to the late representations
report. Members noted that there was a financial offer of £1 million towards the provision of
off-site affordable housing, but the Strategic Housing and Development Officer had
commented that such an offer would not address the shortfall in provision of on-site
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Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
13/December2021
affordable housing, required by policy H3. The comments of the Biodiversity Officer had also
been received, who advised that the application still fails to provide adequate information
relating to priority species, biodiversity net gain and proposed contributions towards the
objectives of the Conservation Target Area. As such, the development conflicted with
adopted Local Plan policies and the NPPF and was recommended for refusal for the reasons
stated in the report. It was also noted that refusal reason 4 was being omitted and the
following refusal reason being proposed:


Insufficient information on priority species, biodiversity net gain and proposed
contributions towards the objectives of the Conservation Target Area have been
submitted in conflict with Policy EH3 of the West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031 and
advice in the NPPF.

The Chairman commented that the officers’ report was very detailed and he agreed with all
three speakers that had addressed the Committee.
Councillor Saul agreed with the officers’ report, noted that the site had come up before with a
smaller proposal which had been refused. He noted that this was a major application, which
lay in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and as such should only be approved in
exceptional circumstances. Councillor advised that as he could not see any exceptional
circumstances, he proposed that the Committee accept the officer’s recommendation to
refuse the application, which Councillor Postan seconded.
Councillor Davies fully supported the officer’s recommendation and, as she was committed to
create a great communities with affordable homes, she thought 18% affordable housing was
appalling. She also felt that the location of the proposed affordable housing, on the edge of the
community, was unacceptable.
Councillor Poskitt commented that extra care would be required for elder community, and
also disagreed with putting them on the edge of the community.
Councillor Jackson agreed and commented that the fields were beautiful as they were. Also,
that a major development added to the infrastructure needs of the community, which was
already an issue for the doctor’s surgery.
Councillor Cooper supported refusal.
The Officer recommendation of refusal was then put to the vote and was carried unanimously.
Refused
21/02800/FUL The Bungalow, Wilcote, Chipping Norton
It was noted that this application fell within the Lowlands Area Sub-Committee, and as such
would be discussed at their next meeting on 5 January 2022
21/02804/RES Land North East of 51 High Street, Ascott Under Wychwood
The Planning Officer, James Nelson introduced the reserved matters application for the
erection of two detached dwellings with associated works, including detached garaging and
vehicular and pedestrian accesses to both properties.
The following people addressed the committee:
Councillor Sue Richards – Parish Councillor, objecting
Nick Pains – objecting
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Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
13/December2021
Professor Robert Adam – applicant supporter
Mr Nelson continued his presentation and referred Councillors to the late representation
report which advised that a late representation had been received along with a letter of
support. The representation was in support of the application, stating that the applicants had
been proactive in engaging with the local community and the amendments made indicated this.
The letter expressed the view that the design, siting and form was appropriate for its context
and Members should therefore support the application.
In summary, Members were recommended to support the approval of the application with the
following change to condition 5 in the report:


The landscaping scheme shall include, but not be limited to, the following information:

Remove:
The creation of a wildflower grassland along the road verge;
The creation of flowering lawns within the rear gardens of the dwellings;
Members were also requested to consider removal of permitted development rights for roof
lights.
Councillor Temple felt that the vehicle turning area, which would be used by delivery drivers
could be an issue for the future.
Councillor Poston enquired about the materials being used and in response Mr Nelson
confirmed that a schedule of material were to be submitted in line with the conditions
attached to the permission.
Councillor Jackson was also concerned about the vehicle turning point being lost to the site.
Mr Nelson confirmed that the land was privately owned and Mr Shaw confirmed that as the
Highways team had no objection it was not a reason for refusal.
Councillor Poskitt thought the houses were too large, but could not see a reason for refusal.
Councillor Saul agreed and thought post-construction, the turning point issue may arise.
The Chair wanted to know if a new turning point could be requested and Mr Shaw advised
that an informative could be put in place to address this. Councillors Davies, Saul, Cooper and
Poskitt agreed with this.
Councillor Temple proposed that the application be approved as per officers’
recommendations, subject to the proposed changes, an additional condition to remove
permitted development rights, plus an informative address the vehicle turning point concerns.
This was seconded by Councillor Poston.
The proposal was put to the vote and carried unanimously.
Approved
The Chair adjourned the meeting for a comfort break at 3.45pm, and the meeting resumed at
4.00pm.
21/03048/FUL Kantara, Woodstock Road, Charlbury
The Planning Officer, Stuart McIver introduced the application for the erection of a new
dwelling and associated works. The application related to ‘Kantara’, a detached dwelling
located within the built up area, but on the outskirts of Charlbury. The dwelling was set back
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Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
13/December2021
from the road, situated within a substantial plot and located within the Charlbury
Conservation Area and the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
The application was recommended for approval as officers’ considered that it complied with
the provisions of policies OS2, OS4 H2, EH1, EH3, EH10, and T4 of the adopted Local Plan;
WODC Design Guide 2016 and the relevant paragraphs of the NPPF 2021.
Councillor Poskitt enquired if there could be a protection order placed on the trees. The
Planning Officer confirmed that the trees were already under a Tree Preservation Order
(TPO).
Councillor Cooper proposed approval as per officers’ recommendations, and Councillor
Jackson seconded.
The proposal was put to the vote and carried unanimously.
Approved
21/03322/FUL Land North Of Wilcote Riding, Finstock
The Principal Planner, Kim Smith introduced the application for the demolition of existing
buildings and the erection of two replacement buildings for use as hay storage and implement
store.
The application sought planning consent to remove two agricultural buildings clad with rusting
corrugated metal, presently in a very poor state of repair located on the skyline, with two
buildings of a similar design and scale. The proposed buildings were of a mono pitched design
nine metres squared with a maximum height of 5.5m. It was proposed that the walls would be
clad in wood, the roof would be constructed of corrugated fibre cement board (grey) and
roller shutter doors were proposed. The existing access off Wilcote Riding would be used to
service the buildings and it was proposed to site the buildings slightly forward of the existing
buildings, in order to allow maintenance of the hedgerow and the rear elevations.
Information contained in the late representation reported advised that County Highways had
raised no objection.
Officers were recommending approval for the application subject to the conditions listed in
the report, with an additional 4 conditions, three which related to ecological matters and a
fourth landscaping condition. An ecological informative was also to be attached.
Councillor Cooper proposed that the application be approved as per officers’
recommendations and Councillor Davies seconded.
The proposal was put to the vote and was carried unanimously.
Approved
21/03452/FUL The Pentacle, Enstone Airfield North, Enstone
The Principal Planner, Kim Smith introduced the application for the erection of a Polytunnel
attached to two existing containers. The polytunnel cover proposed was approximately 12
metres by 12 metres with a maximum height of 5.6 metres above ground level and it was felt
would sit comfortably within the enclosed yard area. Given that there were hangars serving
the airfield of similar material (olive green PCV ) with curved roof form, in close proximity to
the site, officers did not feel this would appear alien or out of character, particularly given the
context of both Enstone Airfield and the industrial complex. Miss Smith also highlighted a late
representation which was verbally reported from ENCON (Local environmental group).
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Uplands Area Planning Sub-Committee
13/December2021
Councillor Wilson proposed that the application be approved as per officers’
recommendations.
Councillor Poston seconded.
The proposal was put to the vote and carried unanimously.
Approved
44

Applications Determined under Delegated Powers and Appeal Decisions
The report giving details of applications determined under delegated powers was received and
noted.
The following query was raised by the Chairman:
Page 114, Application 21/02811/LBC Eynsham and Cassington
It was noted that this application fell into the Lowlands Planning Sub-Committee area.

45

Progress on Enforcement Cases
The report providing details of progress on enforcement cases was received and noted.
Prior to the end of the meeting Councillor Postan stated that he wished to thank the Planning
Team for their continued hard work and commitment.

The Meeting closed at 4.25 pm
CHAIRMAN
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Agenda Item 4
WEST OXFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL
UPLANDS AREA PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE
Date: 10th January 2022

REPORT OF THE BUSINESS MANAGER-DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

Purpose:
To consider applications for development details of which are set out in the following pages.
Recommendations:
To determine the applications in accordance with the recommendations of the Strategic Director.
The recommendations contained in the following pages are all subject to amendments in the light of
observations received between the preparation of the reports etc and the date of the meeting.
List of Background Papers
All documents, including forms, plans, consultations and representations on each application, but
excluding any document, which in the opinion of the ‘proper officer’ discloses exempt information as
defined in Section 1001 of the Local Government Act 1972.
Please note that:
1. Observations received after the reports in this schedule were prepared will be summarised in a
document which will be published late on the last working day before the meeting and available
at the meeting or from www.westoxon.gov.uk/meetings
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Page
11 - 32

Application Number
21/03159/FUL

Address
Diddly Squat Farm Shop
Chipping Norton Road
Chadlington
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Officer
Joan Desmond

Application Number
Site Address

21/03159/FUL
Diddly Squat Farm Shop
Chipping Norton Road
Chadlington
Oxfordshire
OX7 3PE

Date
Officer
Officer Recommendations
Parish
Grid Reference
Committee Date

22nd December 2021
Joan Desmond
Refuse
Chadlington Parish Council
431623 E
224293 N
10th January 2022

Location Map

© Crown copyright and database rights 2016 Ordnance Survey 100024316

Application Details:
Conversion of existing building to create a cafe/restaurant together with associated landscaping works
and provision of parking. Creation of a new access; realignment of the existing access and new storage
compound.
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Applicant Details:
Diddly Squat Farm Shop Site
Chipping Norton Road
Chadlington
Oxon
OX7 3PE
1 CONSULTATIONS
Parish Council

This Planning Application has proved to be extremely divisive within the village of
Chadlington. Comments on the application have been expressed at a Special
Parish Council Meeting, made verbally, in writing to Councillors, and placed on
the WODC Planning web site. There are many who hold very real concerns
regarding this proposal and wish to object. However, there are also those who
support this planning application. In view of the opposing issues and views
expressed by parishioners, the Parish Council is obliged to represent the full
extent of these to WODC in making Chadlington Parish Council's comment
regarding this application. A summary of the appropriate issues raised by
members of the public are outlined below. These have been split into the two
groups; those objecting to the Planning Application and those in support of the
Planning Application. We ask that these be given careful consideration by
WODC in arriving at their decision on this application.
Chadlington Parish Council held a public meeting on 8 November 2021 to decide
on whether to 'object' or 'neither object nor support' the proposed
development, but the vote was inconclusive.
As this application has been so divisive and contentious we request that the
decision is not delegated, but is referred to the Full Planning Committee for
consideration.
Those Objecting to the Planning Application
The list below attempts to encapsulate the issues and concerns of those objecting
to this planning application.. Many of these issues are also raised in comments
made by individuals on the WODC website for this application and consequently
are only summarised below.
1.

2.

3.

This development will create further erosion of the tranquility and
would have a significant environmental impact within the Cotswold
AONB. I in addition, it would significantly increase the numbers visiting
the site, leading to more chaos and disruption.
This development is on a wholly unsuitable site for the proposed use.
The intended development is outside the settlement in a highly visible
upland location and is not 'commensurate with the scale of the
settlement and character of the area'.
The development will introduce an incongruous urban use with car
parking and external paraphernalia and will likely urbanise the open
agricultural landscape in what is a vulnerable edge of AONB: an
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4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

objective of AONB is to achieve tranquility within the area - see Policy
EH1 and para 8.3.
The construction of an agricultural building should not be used as a
device to obtain a café in an agricultural building in an unsustainable
location outside a village, especially if it is in a highly visible upland
location in the AONB attracting large numbers of car visitors. A café
would never have been granted planning permission if it had it been
applied for at the outset.
This development will be seen from the other side of the valley, not
just the 2km considered in the Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment
submitted on behalf of the applicant.
There is likely to be considerable light pollution emanating from the
considerable area of westward facing picture windows proposed, which
will also reflect sunlight. In addition, the Thames Valley Police
submission makes several suggestions regarding the levels of external
lighting that would be needed to address safety concerns this would
further add to this light pollution.
The activity created by car parking and movement, especially after dark
with lights on buildings, access ways, car parks and headlights of cars
manoeuvring in the car park and on the access road will be particularly
intrusive in the landscape, this being within an area where Policy EH 2
is to maintain and improve "Tranquillity and Dark Skies" in Special
Landscape Policy Areas
A permanent car park for up to 70 cars is proposed, but this is unlikely
to be sufficient to cope with the numbers required for the shop and a
restaurant. OCC Highways have counted up to 400 cars on site for the
Farm Shop alone. The Planning Statement says that 'numbers of visitors
to the site will be limited to a certain extent by the parking available',
but does not explain how.
An overflow car park is indicated on the plans, which would further
damage the beauty of the AONB and this should not be permitted.
Visitor numbers should be limited in order that the car park space is
not exceeded and a booking system should be made a requirement. No
field is suitable as a car park for more than temporary, or intermittent,
use, neither of which are the case here.
There is currently a considerable problem with mud carried onto the
Chipping Norton road by vehicles leaving the site in bad weather and
the possibility exists that this could continue. The proposed hard core
surfacing of the car park is unlikely to overcome this problem.
There is already a problem with traffic to and from this site causing
congestion and this will be made worse and further erode what is
supposed to be a tranquil area of AONB.
The OCC response to the development objects to the application due
to a lack of detail on the proposed access arrangement for the site and
the need for a Transport Statement.
Visitor numbers were woefully underestimated in the past and the
prospect of a large restaurant can only make matters worse.
No provision for waste, waste water and foul drainage has been made
in this application. Two public toilets, accessed from within the café,
will be woefully inadequate.
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15.

Concerns regarding the contravention of Planning Policies OS2, E2, E3.
EH1, EH2 and the NPPF have been raised.

Those In Support of the Planning Application
The list below attempts to encapsulate the views of those made in support of this
application.
1.
The site is in an ideal location and provides a venue for local people
to take advantage of the landscape and enjoy time with family and
friends.
2.
The site is well away from the village and will have little impact on
the residents.
3.
There would be increased local employment.
4.
The business of three of the local shops and pub have improved as a
result of the visitors to the Farm Shop.
5.
This development supports farm diversity where sustainable
employment and farm security are achieved.
6.
Some parishioners were in favour of the development, but did not
give a reason for this.
Cotswolds
Conservation
Board

In reaching its planning decision, the local planning authority (LPA) has a statutory
duty to have regard to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the natural
beauty of the National Landscape. The Board recommends that in fulfilling this
duty the LPA should (i) ensure that planning decisions are consistent with
relevant national and local planning policy and guidance; and (ii) take into account
relevant Board publications.
A key consideration should be the potential impact of the light that would be
emitted through the extensive area of glazing on the south elevation of the café /
restaurant during non-daylight hours. This lighting would introduce a lit element
into what would otherwise be a relatively dark night-time landscape. This lighting
/ lit element would potentially be seen from the south side of the Evenlode Valley
(for example, by people using the B4437) and beyond. The Cotswolds AONB
Landscape Strategy & Guidelines for LCT 9 (Section 9.2) identifies the
Introduction of lit elements to characteristically dark landscapes as a potential
(adverse) implication for isolated development such as this. The guidelines seek
to conserve areas of dark skies, with these dark skies being one of the special
qualities of the Cotswolds National Landscape. This is particularly important in an
area with relatively low levels of light pollution such as this. As such, the
introduction of lit elements would not be compatible with this guidance or, by
extension, with the policies of the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan, for
example, Policies CE5 (Dark Skies) and CE10 (Development & Transport
Principles).
Without prejudice, if the local authority is minded to grant planning permission,
we recommend that planning conditions should be imposed which seek to
mitigate this adverse impact. For example, the planning conditions should:
 require the roller shutters on the south-facing glazing to be closed during
hours of darkness;
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require external lighting to be avoided / minimised, particularly on the
south side of the café / restaurant; and set a curfew by which time all
lighting on the site should be turned off (for example, 11pm to 7am).

The severe traffic congestion that has occurred during the opening hours of the
adjacent Diddly Squat farm shop has been well publicised. This level of traffic is
not appropriate in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), such as the
Cotswolds National Landscape, especially given that one of the special qualities of
the area is its relative tranquility. The provision of an on-site café / restaurant
could potentially exacerbate this issue by providing an additional reason for
people to visit the site.
Without prejudice, if the local authority is minded to grant planning permissions,
we recommend that planning conditions should be imposed which seek to
mitigate this adverse impact. For example, the café / restaurant should only be
open to customers who have pre-booked (prior to arriving at the site).
Thames Valley
Police-Crime
Prevention
Design Advisor

I have reviewed the submitted documents and crime statistics for the local area.
Whilst I do not wish to object to the proposals, I have some concerns where
detail is lacking in the application, and ask that further information is provided
prior to permission being granted. It is to be expected that this site may well
generate significant interest, and due to its isolated rural location I have concerns
that it may be vulnerable to crime and antisocial behaviour. With this in mind I
make the following comments to support the applicant in creating a development
which is as safe and secure as possible.
Currently I do not feel this application adequately considers the potential for
crime and disorder, and I recommend that the applicants provide a Crime
Prevention and Security Statement which shall have regard to the relevant
guidance. This statement should be submitted to the local planning authority and
approved in writing prior to permission being granted.

Ecologist

General comments
This site has previous planning consent for the construction of a lambing shed,
farm shop and associated car parking and landscaping. Previous comments
focused on the biodiversity enhancements that would be provided, including new
native hedgerow planting and integrated bird and bat boxes, and the need for a
sensitive lighting design strategy.
As long as the existing hedgerows and linear woodland belts are retained, I
confirm that no updated biodiversity assessment is required.
The existing buildings (recently built following previous planning approvals) are
new, modern agricultural buildings with minimal potential for roosting bats or
nesting birds. The conversion of the existing lambing shed for use as a café is
therefore unlikely to result in biodiversity harm.
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The extension of the car park from 10 to 70 spaces would result in the loss of
additional area of arable habitat, but this has minimal biodiversity value (assumed
in the absence of a biodiversity report) and the proposed landscaping scheme
offers an opportunity for enhancement that would benefit biodiversity.
Only the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment report specifically mentions
biodiversity with regard to Local Plan Policy EH3. This report describes the site
as follows (section 4.3): "Within the site there are grassed areas divided by newly
planted hedges, hardcore access track, parking and path areas, surrounded by
arable fields to the south and west. There is a small pond to the south of the
farm shop. A hedgerow with intermittent hedgerow trees runs south southwest,
away from the site, and divides the arable fields to the south. To the east, the site
boundary adjacent to Chipping Norton Road is a low stone wall with a section of
newly planted hedge within the site and occasional hawthorn and bramble. To
the north, the boundary with Chipping Norton Camping and Caravanning Club
site consists of a tall dense hedgerow backed by mixed broadleaved and
occasional conifer trees."
Section 5.3.2 of the LVIA refers to the proposed landscape mitigation planting as
follows: "The landscape mitigation planting proposed along the site boundaries
will connect the existing hedgerows and treebelt providing a corridor for wildlife
along new areas of native hedgerow. The hedgerow shrubs and trees will also
provide some screening to mitigate potential visual impacts associated with the
development. Landscape mitigation proposals are shown in Figure 2 Site Layout
and Landscape Proposals drawing number P885-L-01A. The planting areas
referenced in brackets in the following descriptions are shown on the Planting
Proposals Plan drawing number P885-L-02. Planting specifications and species
mixes are listed in Appendix B."
Flower-rich grassed areas using a mix of wildflowers and grasses would also be
established along the base of the hedgerows around the car park and along the
eastern boundary (section 5.3.3 of the LVIA), a flower-rich field margin would be
created to form a buffer between the farm shop café and the arable crop in the
remainder of the field to the south, and a wetland and pond edge mix would also
be introduced to the margins of the existing (newly created) pond south of the
farm shop to enhance its biodiversity value.
I therefore confirm that I have no biodiversity objection to the proposed
development, which will provide some biodiversity enhancements in association
with the proposed site layout shown in Figure 2 of the LVIA report, the
landscape proposals (P885-L-01C) and the planting proposals (P885-L-02A)
drawings. The implementation of the landscaping proposed should be secured as
a condition of planning consent, if minded to approve the application.
I recommend that the proposals should be expanded to incorporate speciesspecific measures such as bird and bat boxes, which are not currently shown on
the landscaping drawings. Bird and bat boxes installed externally onto the
buildings would be required, as the construction materials of these buildings are
not suitable for integrated boxes. Details could be submitted as a condition of
planning consent.
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I also recommend that a Biodiversity Management Plan should be submitted for
approval to secure the appropriate maintenance of the habitats within the site,
particularly the hedgerows, wildflower meadow areas and pond, as a condition of
planning consent.
Parish Council

No Comment Received.

Ecologist

No Comment Received.

Major Planning
Applications
Team

14.12.21
Transport - No objection subject to highway condition relating to the provision
of access and parking facilities.

Thames Valley
Police-Crime
Prevention
Design Advisor

I have reviewed the additional information provided, and am pleased to see that
improvements have been made to the design in terms of access, cycle parking
and bin stores. I have still been unable to identify any external provisions for
lighting, without which I am unfortunately unable to support the application.
Lighting should not only be provided for wayfinding, but also help to prevent the
site attracting those intent on vehicle related crime. Staff and customers should
be able to move safely between the shop/restaurant and parking facilities with the
ability to clearly survey the area ahead. The positioning of the two disabled
spaces within the main car park adds importance when considering the terrain
and lighting for safe movement. The lighting scheme should complement the
CCTV scheme proposed, and to support this aim an operational requirement
assessment should be completed to identify the positioning of the cameras as
well as the lighting lux level required for good image capture. I am pleased to see
the access arrangements to the site appear to have been improved. In order to
protect the site and reduce the risk of unauthorised access outside of opening
hours, I recommend the gates to the site are relocated from the car park
entrance to the proposed entrance and exit points, in line with the existing stone
wall boundary. Additionally, there is still insufficient detail within this application
relating to building security, as mentioned previously.

Major Planning
Applications
Team

7.10.21
OCC Transport - Recommendation:
Objection for the following reasons:
 The application lacks details on the proposed access arrangement for the
site and car park from Chipping Norton Road.
 Given the unique circumstances of this application and the popularity of
the site, I consider that a Transport Statement should be submitted in
support of the application to set out how car parking demand will be
managed and how any local traffic impacts arising from the development
are to be mitigated.
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LLFA - Recommend drainage conditions.
Archaeology - Recommend conditions.
WODC Drainage
Engineers

No objection subject to drainage condition.

WODC Env
Health - Uplands

No objection subject to noise, odour and land contamination conditions.
Mr ERS Pollution Consultation Thank you for consulting our team, this is a
combined response in relation to air quality, noise and contaminated land.
Air Quality and Noise
A site visit has not been undertaken. The application may be acceptable in
principle subject to two conditions:
I. Equipment shall be installed to suppress and disperse fumes and/or smell
produced by cooking and food preparation and noise from the equipment, and
the equipment shall be effectively operated for so long as the use continues.
Details of the equipment shall be submitted to, and approved by, the Local
Planning Authority and the equipment shall be installed and be in full working
order to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of use.
II. The use hereby permitted shall not be commenced until the equipment
detailed in the application particulars to discharge odours and fumes and suppress
noise from the cooking process, shall have been installed and be in full working
order to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority
Contaminated Land
Review of the records we hold indicate that the land to the north west of the
site has previous been used as a quarry and may contain filled ground, in addition
there is an area of military land adjacent to the north west corner of the site.
Please consider adding the following condition to any grant of permission.
1. No development shall take place until a desk study and if required a site
investigation of the nature and extent of contamination has been carried
out in accordance with a methodology which has previously been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
results of the site investigation shall be made available to the local
planning authority before any development begins. If any significant
contamination is found during the site investigation, a report specifying
the measures to be taken to remediate the site to render it suitable for
the development hereby permitted shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority before any development begins
2. The Remediation Scheme, as agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, shall be fully implemented in accordance with the approved
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timetable of works and before the development hereby permitted is first
occupied. Any variation to the scheme shall be agreed in writing with the
Local Planning Authority in advance of works being undertaken. On
completion of the works the developer shall submit to the Local Planning
Authority written confirmation that all works were completed in
accordance with the agreed details. If, during the course of development,
any contamination is found which has not been identified in the site
investigation, additional measures for the remediation of this
contamination shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The remediation of the site shall incorporate the
approved additional measures.
Reason: To ensure any contamination of the site is identified and appropriately
remediated.
Relevant Policies: West Oxfordshire Local Planning Policy EH8 and Section 15 of
the NPPF.
WODC Business
Development

I have reviewed the planning statement and the business plan submitted with
the application. I have also had the benefit of reviewing further confidential
farm business information submitted by the applicant which included actual
figures showing past performance and budgets showing future profitability
incorporating the planned diversification. My comments below are from the
business and economic development perspective.
The current Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) of farm subsidies is being phased out
to be replaced by a new Environmental Land Management Scheme (ELMS).
There is a delay between the phasing out of BPS and the start of ELMS which is
a cause for concern for all farmers and it is extremely unlikely that subsidy
payments from ELMS, when it does start, will match those of the BPS. All farm
businesses should be looking at how they can maximise their income, both from
their own produce and any other available assets, to mitigate this subsidy
reduction.
The sheep enterprise was introduced to make use of permanent grazing land
and also to improve the sustainability of the farm by creating a break in the
continuous arable rotation and increasing the soil fertility. The application for
the lambing shed was accompanied by a business plan setting out a valid case for
the enterprise.
In reviewing the flock's actual performance it became clear that to make a
significant contribution to the business, a larger flock was required to cover the
labour costs. Merging flocks with another local farmer benefits both farming
businesses through economies of scale and shared fixed costs. It is a sensible
option for both businesses but does make the lambing barn at Diddly Squat
redundant for its original purpose.
Diddly Squat Farm's approach to mitigating the reduction in subsidy income is
to maximise the value of the farm produce before it leaves the business. This is
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a standard and sensible approach to improving farm business profitability. The
farm cropping plan has been adapted to maximise the opportunities for this
with varieties chosen for suitability for milling, baking, brewing, pressing etc.
Local processors are used where possible to help support a local 'circular'
economy.
The farm shop has proven to be a successful outlet for produce grown on the
farm. There are obviously exceptional circumstances in terms of customer
numbers due to the success of the applicant's associated television series but
even discounting that, the farm shop outlet was a sensible and successful
business decision to increase the margins of the existing farm enterprises.
The cooking and serving of food using farm produce is the final opportunity to
add value and increase enterprise margins. The opening of a café / restaurant,
in this case using a building that the applicant has demonstrated is no longer
needed for its original purpose, facilitates a practical way to achieve this.
In addition to supporting the long term viability of the farm business, the shop
and proposed café/restaurant have wider benefits in the local rural economy.
The business uses a large number of local producers to supplement the stock
and local processors to turn core farm produce into saleable food. The farm
shop has created 10 full time equivalent jobs which provide flexible part-time
employment to over 25 local people. The café/restaurant is forecast to double
this, again on a flexible basis. In addition, there is anecdotal evidence of other
local businesses benefitting from the farm's customers while they are in the
area.
In summary, the café/restaurant is a sensible 'next step' in farm diversification to
sustain the business by increasing income and mitigating against falling subsidies.
At the same time there are benefits to the local economy through the use of
local producers and processors along with attracting visitors who spend money
with other local businesses in the area.
I support this application from the economic development perspective for the
reasons set out above.
2 REPRESENTATIONS
2.1 53 letters of objection have been received, including representations from Solicitor's Leigh Day, a
Planning Consultant and a Transport Planning Consultant which are summarised below. A full copy
of the representations received can be viewed on the website.





Highway safety concerns due to increased traffic and congestion and risk to pedestrian safety
Harmful to Cotswolds AONB
Damage to wildlife and local ecology
The 'lambing shed/barn' has not been used for Agricultural purposes, it the year it was built had
sheep in it for a very short time only, and this proposal contravenes change of use for an
agricultural building as set out in government guidelines that states the length of time they have
been used as such.
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To the extent that the proposed development would allow the applicant to continue with uses
of the farm which are not in accordance with the government's new subsidy scheme, that would
frustrate the environmental benefits of the scheme, which would be a material planning
consideration weighing against the grant of planning permission.
A restaurant / café of 50 covers cannot possibly be intended to support the viable use of the
farm. What is proposed is instead to create a freestanding restaurant which happens to be
located on an (arable) farm.
It is apparent that the "agricultural" building which the applicant constructed last year has never
been intended to support the wider farming operations of "Diddly Squat Farm". Its purpose was
as a filming location, and now a restaurant.
The claim that the proposal will include only 50 covers is implausible. The applicant has made a
separate application for Building Regulations approval for a café seating 150 covers. We do not
know why the applicant has indicated a different number of covers in the planning statement,
but it may be that the intention is to underplay the impacts of the proposed development.
The proposals are not consistent with the scale of the farming operation. It will not be possible
for a farm the size of Diddly Squat to support a restaurant / café of that proposed, even if
limited to 50 covers only.
The scale of the proposed restaurant / café is inappropriate in the rural location of the
application site. It will generate a significant amount of traffic, both from customers and from
servicing vehicles, which will entail an unacceptable level of noise and pollution, again even if
limited to 50 covers only.
The scale of the proposed car park is on its own inappropriate in a rural location in the AONB.
The cars in the car park will have a detrimental
effect on the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB
It would be entirely appropriate in circumstances such as these for the council to conclude that
the proposals amount to "major development",
In light of the significant impacts which the development will entail. That would imply that
planning permission should be refused, given that
None of the exceptional circumstances in NPPF 177 is applicable.
Notwithstanding the above, even if the council concludes that the development is not "major
development" for these purposes, great weight must be given to the harm which the
development would entail to the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB, in accordance with
NPPF 176.
Conditions recommended if permission is granted.
Ruinous to rural peace and quiet of the area
If granted it will set a dangerous precedent and trample over the policies designed to support
genuine agricultural activities as well as the policies put in place to preserve the AONB and the
nature and character of the Cotswolds.
Noise, light, air and environmental pollution (fumes and litter)
Conflict with planning policy
Inadequate parking provision
The atmosphere and tranquillity of the village is being ruined
Will damage local businesses
I understand the point about creating jobs but a search of the internet shows more than twenty
unfulfilled local vacancies so this is not relevant.
And cafes it will damage these businesses.
Business Plan inadequate
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2.2

Proposals demonstrably fail to meet the necessary Policy requirements at T1 and T3 of the
adopted local plan and of NPPF Paragraph 85, 110 and 111. The application should therefore be
refused.
Adjoining caravan site now blighted
Mud on road causing skid hazard
If WODC proceeds without sufficient evidence reserve the right to bring a claim for a judicial
review of any decisions made.
Bare minimum of facilities being provided (toillet facilities)
It is a shameful manipulation and exploitation of peoples' differing needs which has already
brought splitting and disturbance to the mental health in the village. Not everything is about
enjoyment making money and eating. Space and beauty is also a legitimate vital component to
peace of mind and mental health.
Query benefits to local economy and competition to local businesses
Query sustainability of the Business Model
Traffic count in Transport Statement is unrepresentative
New car park will do little to alleviate traffic
12 Letters of support are summarised as follows:
 Whilst the potential of building such grounds in an ecologically rich area poses potential
risks to local wildlife, the building of sufficient parking for the numerous customers has far
more benefits as the ecology may improve. The current parking lot is unobtrusive and
subtle, with minimum impact on the environment. To continue in this style would be
optimal.
 Suggest that the car park is restricted to 20 cars (which any normal farm shop would be
happy with) and the applicant charged with the cost of dealing with the traffic chaos that will
ensue.
 Will have little impact on the residents.
 Given sensitive architectural and landscaping provision it may well become an asset to the
Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
 Many residents positively look forward to the addition of a restaurant to the local amenities.
This has been expressed at recent village meetings and should be taken into account when
the application is being considered.
 Work in two of the local shops in Chadlington and our business has improved, because of
the visitors to the shop. Will also be good for the jobs it will bring to the area.
 Would welcome it as an improvement to services available in the area.
 Support farm diversity where sustainable employment and farm security are achieved
 Chadlington is a working village and new initiatives should be encouraged.
 It raises the profile of the village.
 Provision of a venue for both visitors and local people.
 Given the remoteness of location and there being a set number of covers a restaurant can
manage at any point in time, all objections regarding increased traffic are a fallacy. With use
of on line reservations, a change of use to a restaurant will regularise visitors and be a
positive to those concerned a chance of use will increase disruption. This is a positive
change bringing additional employment to the area, along with knock on positive economic
stimulus to the town of Chipping Norton.
 The separate access and exit routes onto the highway will very much improve the existing
layout and the hardcore surface to the parking area will enable visitors to park in the
carpark even in the bad weather. That along with the landscaping and planting will make this
an even more beautiful spot to visit.
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2.3

Parking problems on road and on the verges would be negated given these applications
proposals to improve the entry and exit from the site and providing a hardcore parking area
so visitors will not get stuck in the bad weather

CPRE West Oxfordshire objects on the following grounds:
Landscape and Dark Skies
The site of the lambing shed is on prominent high ground and despite its detrimental impact to
the open countryside of West Oxfordshire and the Cotswolds AONB, it was permitted in 2020
under Policy E2 in support of a viable farm business and remained compatible with the farm's
operation and countryside location. However, any change in use to a restaurant/café would be a
major incursion within this protected area and spoil the rural nature of the Upper Evenlode
Valley.
West Oxfordshire District Local Plan states that "great weight will be given to the conservation
of the area's landscape and scenic beauty [and] special attention and protection will be given to
the landscape and biodiversity of the Lower Windrush Valley Project, the Windrush in Witney
Project Area and the Wychwood Project Area." This site is within the Wychwood Project Area
and very close to the Conservation Target Area which includes Chadlington. The building is in
such a prominent site the Landscape and Visual Impact Statement acknowledges that it will
initially be high visibility until at least 15 years when the trees and hedging have matured. The
Bury Hill footpath across the fields would have strong visibility of the site. Even after years have
elapsed the restaurant's impact on the landscape remains subjective and we assess it would still
be detrimental to the surrounding countryside, possibly long after the initial fervour of the TV
programme has elapsed.
While we appreciate the application stated that 'no additional external lighting is proposed in the
design. This will avoid issues due to light spill and mitigate the effect of sky glow on dark skies
(LVIA p.24) we are concerned that for reasons of security there will, in the end, have to be
lighting as recommended by Thames Valley Police and for insurance purposes. Any lighting
would spill out for miles and spoil the setting of the Evenlode valley at night. While not
mandated to do so, the LVIA has not assessed the impact from further afield, particularly from
the Burford - Charlbury B4437 road, a beautiful stretch of road contouring the valley and with
direct view of the site, albeit 3km away. The accumulative effect of large new isolated houses
and recent developments in The Wychwoods have already had a detrimental impact to the
valley, particularly at night. Another prominently positioned building is not desirable and would
add to the problem of light pollution.
Tranquillity
Peace and tranquillity of this protected area is paramount and increased and unsustainable use of
cars, noise and pollution has not been adequately addressed in the application. Added to this is
the fact that the site is on an unclassified rural road ending at a narrow junction onto the A361.
Highways should be consulted on the viability and safety of the ingress and egress for a
considerable amount of increased traffic.
In conclusion, we assess this high-profile application to be a direct challenge to the peace,
tranquillity and peaceful rural landscape of West Oxfordshire and the Cotswolds AONB.
Annually tourists already flock to this area in high numbers which supports our small villages and
their amenities, and we urge WODC to refuse the change of use.
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2.4

Counsel Opinion has also been sought from a neighbouring resident which summarises that 'I am
of the opinion that at present the Council does not have sufficient information lawfully to
determine the Application. A decision to approve the Application on the basis of the submitted
documentation would be vulnerable to a claim for judicial review.'

3 APPLICANT'S CASE
3.1

The application has been supported with a Planning Statement that concludes:
The application proposes the re-use of an under-utilised lambing shed to diversify further the
farming business and complement the farming business and existing farm shop, by providing a new
outlet for farm produce in the form of a café / restaurant. In doing so the proposal also seeks to
improve the parking provision at the site, to formalise the temporary parking that occurs on the
adjacent field and ensure there is in future no parking on the adjacent public highway and that the
safety of users of the highway is secured. The proposals are accompanied by a Farm Business Plan
which demonstrates that the proposals would be farm diversification and that they would support
the core farming business, which is faced with a significant drop in income up to 2028. The
proposals are also supported by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment which carefully
considers the impact of the proposals on the natural and scenic beauty of the area and which
proposes appropriate mitigating planting. The proposals support an existing rural business which
in itself is important in maintaining the inherent character and scenic beauty of the landscape.
National and Local Planning Policies support the re-use of under-utilised rural buildings for new
employment generating uses which support existing land based rural businesses. These proposals
accord with the provisions of the Development Plan and National Planning Policy. They would not
cause harm to any interest of acknowledged importance.

4 PLANNING POLICIES
OS1NEW Presumption in favour of sustainable development
OS2NEW Locating development in the right places
OS3NEW Prudent use of natural resources
OS4NEW High quality design
E2NEW Supporting the rural economy
E3NEW Reuse of non residential buildings
T1NEW Sustainable transport
T3NEW Public transport, walking and cycling
T4NEW Parking provision
EH1 Cotswolds AONB
EH2 Landscape character
EH3 Biodiversity and Geodiversity
BC1NEW Burford-Charlbury sub-area
NPPF 2021
DESGUI West Oxfordshire Design Guide
The National Planning Policy framework (NPPF) is also a material planning consideration.
5

PLANNING ASSESSMENT

5.1 This application seeks to convert an existing building (lambing shed) to create a cafe/restaurant
together with the creation of a new access; re-configuration of existing access; new storage
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compound; associated landscaping works and provision of parking. External alterations include the
insertion of new glazed screens in the open field side elevation (in three bays - the fourth being
enclosed with timber) which will be behind roller shutters and to insert a new pedestrian door to
the roadside, a glazed panel behind timber doors. The existing Yorkshire boarded walls are to be
replaced with composite metal panels and covered with hit and miss timber cladding which will be
extended towards the ground. The eastern elevation would have a new louvre inserted to provide
extraction from the kitchen area. Internally staff and visitor welfare facilities will also be provided
to replace the existing portable facilities at the site, together with a new kitchen and servery area
and an internal seating area. The layout indicates 50 covers. The plans also annotate a new
extendable electric awning. The existing parking provision at the site is proposed to become part
of the new access arrangements with 2 disabled spaces provided to the front of the farm shop and
parking provision extended by the formalisation of the existing temporary parking area provided in
the adjacent field to the west. The extended car park would provide capacity for 60-70 cars. The
Transport Statement (TS) advises that the restaurant / café would be open 7 days a week for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, with the anticipated opening times being between 08:00 - 15:00 and
17:00 - 22:00.
5.2 The site comprises part of Diddly Squat Farm (0.8ha). On the site there are two buildings including
the lambing shed and farm shop. Diddly Squat Farm comprises approximately 400 ha of agricultural
land to the north west of Chadlington.
5.3 The site lies within the Cotswolds AONB and Wychwood Project Area. Chipping Norton Road is
located to the north-east of the site and provides vehicular access into the field via a new access.
The Chipping Norton Camping and Caravanning Club site is located to the north-west with the
A361 Burford Road beyond that, while the surrounding land comprises agricultural fields that fall
within the applicant's ownership.
5.4 Local Member Cllr Dean Temple has requested that the application is reported to Committee as it
raises contentious issues.
Planning Background
5.5 Diddly Squat Farm has been a working farm for over 10 years, predominantly growing wheat,
oilseed rape and barley for wholesale via grain merchants to domestic mills, feed processors, oil
crushes as well as export markets. Cattle are to be added to the farming system. The Planning
Statement advises that the meat will be sold through the farm shop and café.
5.6 Planning permission was originally granted for the lambing shed and farm shop in November 2019
(Ref: 19/02110/FUL) and revised applications were permitted in February 2020 (19/03516/FUL) and
November 2020 (20/01457/FUL). The latter application included provision of 10 parking spaces on
the site.
5.7 Planning permission was granted to vary condition 7 (to widen the goods that can be retailed on
site to within a 16 mile radius) attached to 20/01457/FUL in March 2021 (20/03444/S73).
5.8 An application to remove condition 2 of Planning Permission 20/01457/FUL to allow the roof
material of the new farm shop to be retained as metal sheeting was refused permission in March
2021(21/00269/S73).
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5.9 An application for external alterations to the lambing shed to provide new rear access door and
replace existing fabric roller shutters and gates with new solid roller shutter doors. Alterations to
timber cladding to close gaps (21/01567/FUL) is still pending a decision.
5.10 Enforcement investigations are on-going on the site in respect of various alleged breaches including
non-compliance with Condition 7 attached to 20/03444/S73 and non-compliance with Condition 2
attached to 20/01457/FUL.
5.11 Taking into account the planning history of the site, other material considerations and the
presentations of interested parties your Officers are of the opinion that the key consideration of
this application are:




Principle
Impact on the Cotswolds AONB
Highway Issues

Principle
5.12 Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires applications for planning
permission to be determined in accordance with the Development Plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. Section 70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
provides that the Local Planning Authority shall have regard to the provisions of the Development
Plan, so far as material to the application, and to any other material considerations. In the case of
West Oxfordshire, the Development Plan is the West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031 adopted in
September 2018.
5.13 Within open countryside, Policy OS2 states that proposals for non-residential development will be
limited to that which requires and is appropriate for a rural location and which respects the
intrinsic character of the area. It goes on to state that non-residential development that is regarded
as appropriate will include:





Re-use of appropriate existing buildings which would lead to an enhancement of their
immediate setting, with preference given to employment, tourism and community uses;
Proposals to support the effectiveness of existing businesses and sustainable tourism;
Development which will make a positive contribution to farm and country estate
diversification; and
Telecommunications development sited and designed to minimise impact upon the
environment

5.14 Policy OS2 also states that all development should be of a proportionate and appropriate scale to
its context having regard to the potential cumulative impact of development in the locality, form a
logical complement to the existing scale and pattern of development and/or the character of the
area, be provided with safe vehicular access and safe and convenient pedestrian access to
supporting services and facilities and conserve and enhance the natural, historic and built
environment.
5.15 Policy E2 of the adopted Local Plan seeks to support the rural economy. It states, inter alia, that:
Development proposals which are necessary for agricultural production or which make a positive
contribution to farm or country estate diversification will be supported where they:
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are supported by or operate as part of and will continue to add value to a viable core farm/estate
business; and
remain compatible and consistent in scale with the farm/estate operation and a countryside
location; and
Re-use existing buildings where feasible in accordance with Policy E3.
Any new building(s) must be suitably located for the scale and type of the proposed use and have
regard to the level of accessibility to settlements, facilities and services and impact on the character
and amenity of the area.

Farm shops will be permitted where there they form part of a diversification scheme to sell produce
from the farm or farms in the immediate vicinity and do not demonstrably undermine the viability and
vitality of shopping provision in existing villages.
5.16 The NPPF also identifies the importance of sustainable growth and expansion of all types of
business in rural areas including the diversification of agricultural and other land based rural
businesses.
5.17 Policy E3 states that the re-use of non-traditional buildings, including modern farm buildings, where
it forms part of an agricultural holding and the proposal is part of a farm diversification scheme
under Policy E2, will be supported provided:



The general character and form of the building(s) are not harmful to the surroundings; and
The scale and type of use is suitable to its location and will not result in excessive
alteration(s) or extension(s) to the host building.

5.18 The Supporting Planning Statement states that the essence of the application is to allow the further
diversification of the farm business, in concert with the successful farm shop, to offer an outlet to
sell farm produce direct to the customer in a form where greater value has been added to the
product, by its processing, cooking and sale for consumption on the premises.
5.19The lambing shed was only recently erected in 2020 on the basis that it was required following the
purchase of a new sheep flock to diversify the farming business. It is now claimed that the financial
viability of the sheep flock has proved difficult due to the size of the flock and cost of labour
involved. Expanding the flock is not an option due to grass quality. The flock has now been
merged with another local producer. The building has been used, without planning permission, as a
café with outdoor seating area used in association with the farm shop and more recently a bar area
has been installed in the building. A catering kiosk is located behind the farm shop and portable
toilets have been installed to the side of the building and the adjoining field is being used for parking
purposes.
5.20 Whilst the Planning Statement refers to the layout plan which indicates 50 covers, a license
application submitted and granted in March 2021 stated that the licensed premises (farm shop, café
and function areas) had a maximum capacity of up to 150 people. The agent has stated that the
parking area is being used under 'permitted development rights' that allows the temporary use of
land for up to 56 days in a calendar year.
5.21 Whilst it is claimed that the new use would allow for the further diversification of the farm
business, in concert with the successful farm shop, complaints have been received alleging that the
goods being sold from the farm shop are not limited to goods and produce grown, reared or
produced on the holding or from local producers, in conflict with Condition 7 attached to the farm
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shop permission. As detailed above, in the Planning Background section, this matter is being
investigated and a Planning Contravention Notice has recently been served. The lambing shed is
also a much larger building which would significantly increase the scale and nature of the farm
shop/café business use. Local Plan policies seek to ensure that rural businesses, in the open
countryside, are compatible and consistent in scale with the farm operation and countryside
location. In this instance it is Officer opinion that the proposed increased scale and nature of the
business proposed would not be of a scale that is consistent with the existing farming operation or
its sensitive open countryside location.
5.22 Both Counsel's Opinion and Leigh Day (Solicitors) have raised concerns relating to inadequacies of
the Business Plan submitted. Following the submission of additional information, the Council's
Business Development Officer (BDO) has assessed the business case submitted and supports the
application from the economic development perspective (see detailed comments above in the
consultations section). In summary the BDO considers that the café/restaurant is a sensible 'next
step' in farm diversification to sustain the business by increasing income and mitigating against falling
subsidies. At the same time there are benefits to the local economy through the use of local
producers and processors along with attracting visitors who spend money with other local
businesses in the area.
5.23 In conclusion, whilst the support of rural enterprise is recognised, in both national and Local Plan
policy, it is considered that the proposed development given its inherently unsustainable nature in
this remote sensitive rural location renders a proposed development of this scale unacceptable,
contrary to the aforementioned policies.
Impact on the Cotswolds AONB
5.24 The site lies within the Cotswolds AONB, a nationally important designation, where great weight
should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty. This duty is reflected in
policy EH1 of the Local Plan and the NPPF which require great weight to be given to conserving
and enhancing landscape beauty in Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty. This duty is also
embodied in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. The Cotswolds Conservation Board's
Management Plan and guidance documents are also material considerations in decision making
relevant to the AONB. The site also lies within the Wychwood Project Area, where Policy EH2
gives special protection to the landscape and biodiversity of the area.
5.25 The proposed works, as detailed above, will change the simple agricultural appearance and
character of the lambing shed that is clad with Yorkshire boarding on three sides with the south
elevation open (as permitted). The building would have a more industrial appearance introducing
roller shutter doors and extract system. The restaurant/café area indicates up to 50 covers. The
existing parking provision at the site is proposed to be extended by the formalisation of the existing
temporary parking area provided in the adjacent field to the west. The extended car park would
provide capacity for 60-70 cars. The plans however, also indicate a potential overflow car park
facility on land to the west. A planting plan indicates additional planting including a new woodland
belt to the north and new tree and hedgerow planting around the proposed new car park.
5.26 The existing farm shop, lambing shed and car park are located at the top of a south-facing slope
with open views to the south and views to the north east and east filtered through boundary
vegetation. Distant views can also be gained from the A361. The majority of visual receptors with
views towards the site are located to the northeast and east where there are short to medium
distance views from roads, properties and recreational users (public rights of way). From the south
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and west there are intermittent, medium to long distance views towards the site from roads. The
site is currently seen as low-level agricultural buildings viewed within the context of a wider
wooded and agricultural landscape of predominantly arable fields.
5.27 A revised Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment concludes that, in terms of landscape character,
the proposals make use of an existing agricultural building and are well designed to retain the
traditional building materials, changes are low key and in keeping with similar structures within the
landscape. The landscape proposals use native species hedgerows and woodland planting in keeping
with existing landscape elements and provide some connectivity with surrounding landscape
features. Significance of change would therefore be no perceived impact. It advises that a short
section (approximately 9m) of roadside drystone wall, a feature characteristic of the Cotswolds
AONB landscape, and a section of newly planted hedgerow of approximately 6m length would need
to be removed to accommodate the proposed new site access.
In terms of visual effects, it concludes that the visual impact of the proposed scheme during
construction and year 1 after construction, would be limited to users of the roads in close
proximity to the site (low to negligible); with short to middle distance views from a few properties,
roads and recreational amenities/ public rights of way to the north and east (negligible to none) and
long distance views from a road to the south (negligible). The significance of visual impact in year 15
after construction, taking into account the establishment and growth of new hedgerow and tree
and shrub planting, has also been assessed. For users of the Chipping Norton Road, the visual
impact would be classed as low beneficial and for the Camping and Caravanning Club site to the
north and properties, a road and a public right of way to the northeast and east the visual impact
would be classed as none to negligible beneficial due to proposed hedgerow and tree planting
screening views of the existing lambing shed and proposed parking area. From roads to the west
and south the visual impacts 15 years after construction would be reduced to none.
5.28 The Counsel Opinion received has identified inadequacies of the LVIA including that it does not
appear to consider, properly or at all, the impact of vehicle movements and parked vehicles on the
character of the AONB; that its findings fail properly to take account of the landscape impact of
transforming a significant area of arable land (almost exactly 2 square kilometres) into hardstanding
for a carpark and that no consideration is given to the impact of the vehicle movements resulting
from the Development on the tranquillity of the AONB.
5.29 CPRE West Oxfordshire has objected to the application on the grounds that any change in use to a
restaurant/café would be a major incursion within this protected area and spoil the rural nature of
the Upper Evenlode Valley. The building is highly visible and there is strong visibility of the site
from the Bury Hill footpath across the fields. Even after years have elapsed the restaurant's impact
on the landscape remains subjective and CPRE assess that it would still be detrimental to the
surrounding countryside, possibly long after the initial fervour of the TV programme has elapsed.
CPRE also express concerns that for reasons of security there will, in the end, have to be lighting as
recommended by Thames Valley Police and for insurance purposes. Any lighting would spill out for
miles and spoil the setting of the Evenlode valley at night. While not mandated to do so, the LVIA
has not assessed the impact from further afield, particularly from the Burford - Charlbury B4437
road, a beautiful stretch of road contouring the valley and with direct view of the site, albeit 3km
away. The accumulative effect of large new isolated houses and recent developments in The
Wychwoods have already had a detrimental impact to the valley, particularly at night. Another
prominently positioned building is not desirable and would add to the problem of light pollution.
Peace and tranquillity of this protected area is paramount and increased and unsustainable use of
cars, noise and pollution has not been adequately addressed in the application.
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5.30 The Cotswold Conservation Board has commented that a key consideration should be the
potential impact of the light that would be emitted through the extensive area of glazing on the
south elevation of the café / restaurant during non-daylight hours. This lighting would introduce a lit
element into what would otherwise be a relatively dark night-time landscape. This lighting / lit
element would potentially be seen from the south side of the Evenlode Valley (for example, by
people using the B4437) and beyond. The Cotswolds AONB Landscape Strategy & Guidelines
identifies the introduction of lit elements to characteristically dark landscapes as a potential
(adverse) implication for isolated development such as this. The guidelines seek to conserve areas
of dark skies, with these dark skies being one of the special qualities of the Cotswolds National
Landscape. This is particularly important in an area with relatively low levels of light pollution such
as this. As such, the introduction of lit elements would not be compatible with this guidance or, by
extension, with the policies of the Cotswolds AONB Management Plan. The likely level of traffic is
not appropriate in the AONB, especially given that one of the special qualities of the area is its
relative tranquillity. The provision of an on-site café / restaurant could potentially exacerbate this
issue by providing an additional reason for people to visit the site.
5.31 In addition to the concerns raised above, the external alterations to the building will change its
typical agricultural appearance and give it a more commercial/industrial appearance. The extended
60-70 space car park with additional overspill facility will also have a significant harmful impact of
the rural character and scenic beauty of the area. In addition, the new access will result in the loss
of a section of Cotswold stone walling, a feature characteristic of the Cotswolds AONB landscape.
In summary, it is Officer opinion that the proposed development by reason of its design, scale, siting
and nature of the use within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Wychwood
Project Area would have a visually intrusive and harmful impact on the rural character, scenic
beauty and tranquillity of the area in conflict with Local Plan Policies OS2, EH1 and EH2 of the
West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031, advice in the NPPF and policies of the Cotswolds AONB
Management Plan.
Highway Issues
5.32 The existing farm shop and lambing shed are served by an access road off the Chipping Norton
Road. Following concerns raised by County Highways the access arrangements for the proposed
development have been revised and now propose a new access approximately 50m to the south of
the existing access. The new access would provide all access into the site and the existing access
would remain in place but would provide all egress from the site. The proposed egress access
would be modified slightly within the public highway by improving the left turn out radii within
highway verge, and the internal alignment being straightened up such that it is perpendicular to
Chipping Norton Road.
5.33 OCC Transport originally objected to the application on the grounds that the application lacked
details on the proposed access arrangement for the site and car park from Chipping Norton Road
and that, given the unique circumstances of the application and the popularity of the site, a
Transport Statement (TS) should be submitted setting out how car parking demand will be
managed and how any local traffic impacts arising from the development are to be mitigated. The
Counsel Opinion received also advises that it would be unlawful for the Council to determine the
Application in the absence of a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan.
5.34 A TS has been submitted which concludes that:
 The site is accessible via sustainable modes such as bus services and cycling;
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Following a review of the most recently available Personal Injury Collision data, there is no
evidence to suggest that a highway safety issue would require mitigating as part of the
scheme;
The proposed site layout and access arrangements have been revised in response to OCC's
consultation response to the access arrangement, by introducing a new access point to the
south such that an in and out arrangement would be in place.
It is envisaged that the restaurant will allow for up to 50 covers per day. Split across the
operational day the development proposals could generate, as a very worst-case up to 8
two-way vehicle trips during any hour of opening, although many of these will be undertaken
as part of a visit to the farm shop already on the network. This may represent 96 new twoway trips over the day, or a 5% increase in vehicle movements on Chipping Norton Road.
The revised site layout and access arrangements, including the formalised car parking area
(and overspill parking area) are expected to considerably improve existing conditions for the
farm shop in its own right, whilst suitably mitigating any perceived increase in worst-case
new trips that may or may not be generated by the new café / restaurant. This is considered
to align suitably with paragraphs 110 and 110 of the NPPF.

5.35 OCC Transport has commented that the addition of an in / out arrangement will improve the
efficiency of the access arrangement, preventing blocking of the highway. The site access arm of the
egress junction is to be straightened so that visibility will be improved and turning movements made
easier. This would also improve the safety and efficiency of the access arrangement. It is
considered that there is sufficient capacity within the site to accommodate parking demand with an
overspill area made available for peak times. OCC Transport note that there is concern over mud
being tracked onto the highway from the overspill parking area and this would also be a concern
for OCC and as such the site operators should provide wheel washing facilities and also contact
OCC with regard to making arrangements for clearing mud from the highway. The Highways
Officer (HO) concludes that the application is unlikely to lead to a significant impact on traffic on
the local highway network as the cafe is to be run on a basis where all visitors will be required to
pre-book. HO also accept that the cafe is ancillary to the farm shop, whereby the majority of
visitors to the cafe are likely to be those who would be visiting the farm in any event. The proposed
access is an improvement on the current arrangement in safety and efficiency terms. As such, OCC
Transport raise no objection to the application subject to a condition requiring the provision of
access and parking facilities and advises that a S278 agreement will be required between the
applicant and OCC in order to undertake the necessary works to the public highway.
Other matters
5.36 No other technical objections have been raised to the application with conditions recommended to
address potential contamination, drainage and ecology matters.
Conclusion
5.37 Whilst the support for the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based
rural businesses and the potential economic benefits of the proposal are recognised, in light of the
above, your Officers are of the opinion that the nature and the scale of the proposed development
does not fall within the scope of a farm diversification scheme as set out in Policy E2. As a result
and by reason of its, siting, design, scale and nature of the use, the proposed development would
not be compatible or consistent with the existing farming operation or its sensitive open
countryside location within the Cotswolds AONB. The development would be visually intrusive
and harmful to the open rural character, scenic beauty and tranquillity of the area. As such, the
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proposed development would conflict with Local Plan policies OS2, E2, E3, T1, EH1, EH2 and BC1
of the West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031 and advice in the NPPF and policies of the Cotswolds
AONB Management Plan.
6 REASONS FOR REFUSAL
1. By reason of its siting, design, scale and location, the proposed development would not be
sustainable and would not be compatible or consistent in scale with the existing farming business or
its open countryside location, in conflict with Local Plan Policies OS2, E2, E3, T1 and BC1 of the
West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031 and advice in the NPPF; and
2. By reason of its design, scale, siting and nature of the use within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, the proposed development would have a visually intrusive and harmful impact on
the rural character, scenic beauty and tranquillity of the area in conflict with Local Plan Policies OS2,
EH1 and EH2 of the West Oxfordshire Local Plan 2031, advice in the NPPF and policies of the
Cotswolds AONB Management Plan.
Contact Officer: Joan Desmond
Telephone Number: 01993 861655
Date: 22nd December 2021
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Agenda Item 5
West Oxfordshire District Council – DELEGATED ITEMS
Application Types Key
Suffix

Suffix

ADV
CC3REG
CC4REG
CM
FUL
HHD
CLP
CLASSM

Advertisement Consent
County Council Regulation 3
County Council Regulation 4
County Matters
Full Application
Householder Application
Certificate of Lawfulness Proposed
Change of Use – Agriculture to
Commercial
Hazardous Substances Application
Householder Application under Permitted
Development legislation.
Telecoms Prior Approval
Non Material Amendment
Withdrawn

HAZ
PN42
PNT
NMA
WDN

LBC
LBD
OUT
RES
S73
POB
CLE
CND
PDET28
PN56
POROW
TCA
TPO
FDO

Listed Building Consent
Listed Building Consent - Demolition
Outline Application
Reserved Matters Application
Removal or Variation of Condition/s
Discharge of Planning Obligation/s
Certificate of Lawfulness Existing
Discharge of Conditions
Agricultural Prior Approval
Change of Use Agriculture to Dwelling
Creation or Diversion of Right of Way
Works to Trees in a Conservation Area
Works to Trees subject of a Tree
Preservation Order
Finally Disposed Of

Decision Description
Code

Decision Description
Code

APP
REF
P1REQ
P3APP
P4APP

RNO
ROB
P2NRQ
P3REF
P4REF

Approve
Refuse
Prior Approval Required
Prior Approval Approved
Prior Approval Approved

Raise no objection
Raise Objection
Prior Approval Not Required
Prior Approval Refused
Prior Approval Refused

West Oxfordshire District Council – DELEGATED ITEMS
Week Ending 21st December 2021

1.

Application Number.

Ward.

21/00426/CND

Ascott and Shipton

Condition 10 (drainage) of permission 17/01067/FUL
Land North West Of 18 London Lane Ascott Under Wychwood
Kingerlee Homes Ltd
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Decision.
APP

2.

21/00813/CND
Affecting a Conservation Area

Chipping Norton

APP

Discharge of condition 5 (external lighting), condition 6 (bat/bird boxes, hedgehog gaps),
condition 7 (landscaping) and condition 10 (water consumption) of planning permission
20/02436/FUL.
25 High Street Chipping Norton Oxfordshire
Mr Gregory Besterman
3.

21/01009/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Alterations to internal layout of house, formation of new external openings, removal of
chimney stack and replacement windows.
Tooleys Charlbury Road Spelsbury
Mr John Derkach
4.

21/01278/HHD

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Formation of vehicular access and off street parking
The Olde Shop The Mount Oxford Road
Mrs L Thompson
5.

21/02340/CND

Charlbury and Finstock

APP

Discharge of condition 6 (full surface water drainage scheme) of planning permission
21/00146/HHD
Brockwell House Spelsbury Road Charlbury
Mrs Lauren Smart
6.

21/02494/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Conversion of existing agricultural building to create self contained residential annexe
together with associated works and landscaping.
Harcomb House Evenlode Lane Chastleton
Mr and Mrs S Lambert
7.

21/02495/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Internal and external alterations to convert existing agricultural building into self contained
residential annexe.
Harcomb House Evenlode Lane Chastleton
Mr and Mrs S Lambert
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8.

21/02522/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Stonesfield and Tackley

APP

Erection of single storey pool and leisure building, with alterations and extension to stone
outbuilding
Hollybank Wootton Woodstock
Mr & Mrs Fairweather
9.

21/02523/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Stonesfield and Tackley

APP

Erection of single storey pool and leisure building, with alterations and extension to stone
outbuilding
Hollybank Wootton Woodstock
Mr & Mrs Fairweather
10.

21/02823/CND
Affecting a Conservation Area

The Bartons

APP

Discharge of conditions 4 (integrated bat roosting features and nesting opportunities for
birds) and 5 (detailed design and construction method statement) of planning permission
21/01119/HHD
Chapel Cottage Ledwell Chipping Norton
Mr James Rowe
11.

21/02984/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

The Bartons

APP

Conversion of existing traditional barns to create dwelling with detached annex comprising
guest bedroom, bathroom and study with gym above. Demolition of existing modern steel
framed barns and construction of two dwellings together with associated works and
landscaping.
Manor Farm Barns North Street Middle Barton
Mr David Cheyne
12.

21/02989/HHD

Charlbury and Finstock

APP

Erection of agricultural style pool building, walled garden, apple store, greenhouse, folly and
shepherds hut.
Ditchley Park Farm Ditchley Park Enstone
Mr Philip Chopping
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13.

21/02994/FUL

Milton Under Wychwood

APP

Reinstate fire damaged property to include removal of chimney stack and raising of existing
eaves/roof height of rear wing, replace existing blockwork porch with new ground floor
cloakroom, installation of 2 no roof lights to rear main roof slope and new canopy over front
door.
Heath Farm Green Lane Milton Under Wychwood
Mr Roger Coombes
14.

21/02995/LBC

Milton Under Wychwood

APP

Internal and external alterations to reinstate fire damaged property to include removal of
chimney stack and raising of existing eaves/roof height of rear wing, replace existing
blockwork porch with new ground floor cloakroom, installation of 2 no roof lights to rear
main roof slope and new canopy over front door together with changes to fenestration,
doors, internal layout and the installation of new stairs.
Heath Farm Green Lane Milton Under Wychwood
Mr Roger Coombes
15.

21/03001/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Change of use of first floor residential flat to commercial Class E (g(iii)). (Retrospective).
Managers Accommodation Woodstock Social Club 44 Oxford Street
Trustees Of Woodstock Social Club
16.

21/03005/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Internal alterations to form ensuite and cloak rooms to lower ground floor kitchen
(previously approved 17/03329/HHD and 17/03330/LBC) and ground and second floor
bedrooms. Modifications to Kitchen and ground floor redundant chimneys. external steps
from lower courtyard to upper front garden at ground floor level. (amended)
120 Oxford Street Woodstock Oxfordshire
Ms H Fletcher
17.

21/03006/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Internal alterations to form ensuite and cloak rooms to lower ground floor kitchen
(previously approved 17/03329/HHD and 17/03330/LBC) and ground and second floor
bedrooms. Modifications to Kitchen and ground floor redundant chimneys. external steps
from lower courtyard to upper front garden at ground floor level (amended)
120 Oxford Street Woodstock Oxfordshire
Ms H Fletcher
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18.

21/03015/HHD

Stonesfield and Tackley

WDN

Erection of ancillary building providing guest accomodation, garage and workshop facilities
The Old School House Nether Kiddington Woodstock
Carol Paris
19.

21/03016/LBC

Stonesfield and Tackley

WDN

Erection of ancillary building providing guest accomodation, garage and workshop facilities
The Old School House Nether Kiddington Woodstock
Carol Paris
20.

21/03094/S73

Freeland and Hanborough

APP

Variation of condition 3 of permission 20/03357/HHD to allow change of materials from
hanging tiles to anthracite grey cladding
24 Evenlode Drive Long Hanborough Witney
Katie Gatt
21.

21/03114/FUL

Ascott and Shipton

APP

Engineering operation to create a new pond.
Milton End High Street Lyneham
Mr And Mrs Guy And Alexandra Buckley-Sharp
22.

21/03128/CND

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Discharge of condition 2 (detailed drawings) and condition 4 (external joinery colour) of
planning permission 07/1085/P/FP
Pomfret Castle Farm Banbury Road Swerford
Mark Henderson
23.

21/03173/FUL

Burford

APP

Engineering works to provide an outdoor drama facility.
Burford Comprehensive School Cheltenham Road Burford
Mr David Evans
24.

21/03179/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

Installation of oil storage tank on concrete base.
2 Blue Row The Lane Chastleton
Mr Paul White
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APP

25.

21/03183/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Charlbury and Finstock

APP

Internal works to re-plaster stone existing wall in kitchen, and of the chimney breast in study.
Prospect House Church Lane Charlbury
Ms Flora Fairbairn
26.

21/03225/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Alterations to include removal of existing boiler room, erection of a detached single storey
outbuilding and bin storage unit, part conversion of existing garage to ancillary guest
accommodation, insertion of roof lights to main dwelling along with replacement of roof tiles
and existing central chimney.
Judges Cottage Church Street Kingham
Mr Hancock
27.

21/03226/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Internal alterations to include changes to each floor layout, removal and relocation of first to
second floor staircase, addition of underfloor heating and the reopening of a blocked door
way. External alterations to include removal of existing boiler room, erection of a detached
single storey outbuilding and bin storage unit, part conversion of existing garage to ancillary
guest accommodation, insertion of roof lights to main dwelling along with replacement of roof
tiles and existing central chimney.
Judges Cottage Church Street Kingham
Mr Hancock
28.

21/03248/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Stonesfield and Tackley

APP

Construction of a detached garden office building.
Spring Villa Churchfields Stonesfield
Dr And Mrs Cawood
29.

21/03267/LBC

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

Internal alterations to Great Barn
The Great Barn Oxford Road Old Chalford
Wise Investments
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APP

30.

21/03269/HHD

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Demolish existing timber building. Build garage building in concrete block structure with
render and pebbledash finish to match main building, with roof tiles to also match.
Shepherds Dean Farm Banbury Road Chipping Norton
Adele Thompson
31.

21/03273/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Chipping Norton

APP

Replace flat roof over front entrance porch and garage with pitched roof. Conversion of
existing garage and construction of first floor extension above to create additional living
space.
1 Over Norton Road Chipping Norton Oxfordshire
Mr David Lilley
32.

21/03288/HHD

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Various refurbishment works to include demolition of existing stone building currently
housing oil tank and erection of single storey extension to main house. Conversion of existing
outbuildings to create 'teen-den', gym and construction of a self contained annex to replace
existing attached garage. Erection of a flat-roofed timber pool house (to allow changes to
windows and doors to annex, 'teen-den' and pool house with revised location and reduction
in size of tennis/pool store).
Dower House Dunthrop Road Heythrop
C/O Agent
33.

21/03313/FUL

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Installation of two wall mounted electric car charging points to courtyard.
The Mansion Ditchley Park Enstone
Mr Mike Montagu
34.

21/03314/LBC

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Alterations to Install two wall mounted electric car charging points to courtyard.
The Mansion Ditchley Park Enstone
Mr Mike Montagu
35.

21/03320/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

Charlbury and Finstock

Construction of detached building comprising 3no stables with attached hay store.
Land South Of Dark Lane Wilcote Riding Finstock
Mrs Nicola Gomm
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APP

36.

21/03321/HHD

Ascott and Shipton

APP

Erection of single storey rear extension
4 Cook Row High Street Ascott Under Wychwood
Matt and Jackie Hollier
37.

21/03344/FUL

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Provision of additional hotel health/wellness facilities to include three sauna pods, four hot
tubs, enlargement of existing mill pond and conversion of existing building to provide new
changing facilities within existing ice house. Associated soft and hard landscaping works.
Soho Farmhouse Great Tew Chipping Norton
Soho House UK Limited
38.

21/03346/CND
Affecting a Conservation Area

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Discharge of condition 4 (details of conservation roof light) of planning permissions
19/03122/LBC and 19/03121/HHD
86 Oxford Street Woodstock Oxfordshire
Ms Aimee Bryan
39.

21/03358/FUL

The Bartons

APP

Formation of a walled garden together with the installation of a swimming pool, tennis court,
loggia and all associated operations and landscaping works including change of use of land to
residential.
Hobbs Hole Farm Ledwell Road Great Tew
Mr R Last
40.

21/03373/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

The Bartons

APP

Replacement of existing plastic domed rooflights for one conservation lantern rooflight and
one flat conservation rooflight. Relocation of existing flue in flat roof.
The Chapel House 10 Fox Lane Middle Barton
Mr George Dailey
41.

21/03435/HHD

Woodstock and Bladon

New link extension and barn alterations.
Hensington Farmhouse 7 Banbury Road Woodstock
Mr & Mrs Houghton
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APP

42.

21/03436/LBC

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

New link extension and barn alterations.
Hensington Farmhouse 7 Banbury Road Woodstock
Mr & Mrs Houghton
43.

21/03447/HHD

Freeland and Hanborough

APP

Proposed front entrance porch, new door and window opening in side elevation and internal
alterations to form improved accommodation.
7 Millwood Vale Long Hanborough Witney
Mr And Mrs Taylor
44.

21/03439/HHD

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Erection of a side single storey infill extension
Brooklands Brook End Chadlington
Mr Peter Turner
45.

21/03474/HHD

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Single storey side extension
The Studio Brackenwood Grove Road
Mr And Mrs A Banning
46.

21/03475/CND

Discharge of condition 5 (lighting design strategy for biodiversity) of planning permission
21/00706/HHD
Dower House Dunthrop Road Heythrop
C/O Agent
47.

21/03489/HHD

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Single storey rear extension to replace existing conservatory
26 Quarry Road Chadlington Chipping Norton
Mr And Mrs Heath
48.

21/03509/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Charlbury and Finstock

Erection of a first floor extension and alterations to front elevation
67 The Green Charlbury Chipping Norton
Ms Elizabeth Fensome
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APP

49.

21/03502/S73

Milton Under Wychwood

APP

Non-compliance of condition 2 of permission 17/00016/HHD to allow changes to the
external appearance of the building (retrospective)
36 Elm Grove Milton Under Wychwood Chipping Norton
Woodward
50.

21/03506/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Stonesfield and Tackley

APP

Refurbishment and internal layout adjustments of the Cottage within the curtilage of Combe
House.
Combe House Park Road Combe
Mr and Mrs Vine
51.

21/03507/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Stonesfield and Tackley

APP

Refurbishment, alterations and internal layout adjustments of the Cottage within the curtilage
of Combe House
Combe House Park Road Combe
Mr and Mrs Vine
52.

21/03530/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

Burford

APP

Erection of a single storey extensions. Conversion of existing garage to a self contained annex
over two floors. Works to include erection of a carport, changes to fenestration, widening of
the existing vehicular access and associated works.
Burford House Church Lane Burford
Mr and Mrs Stuart and Loretta MacFarlane
53.

21/03537/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

WDN

Internal alterations to include the part removal of the wall between kitchen and family room
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms Laura Freeman And Mr Andrew Ryan
54.

21/03539/FUL
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

Conversion of existing carport to self contained annexe.
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms Laura Freeman And Mr Andrew Ryan
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APP

55.

21/03540/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Internal and external alterations to convert the existing carport to a self contained annexe.
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms Laura Freeman And Mr Andrew Ryan
56.

21/03541/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Home office in part of garden
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms and Mr Laura and Andrew Freeman and Ryan
57.

21/03542/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Re-building/alterations to existing conservatory.
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms And Mr Laura And Andrew Freeman And Ryan
58.

21/03543/LBC
Affecting a Conservation Area

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Re-building/alterations to existing conservatory.
Brasenose Cottage Church End Great Rollright
Ms And Mr Laura And Andrew Freeman And Ryan
59.

21/03563/HHD
Affecting a Conservation Area

Chadlington and Churchill

APP

Ascott and Shipton

APP

Install a greenhouse into the garden
Dean Manor Dean Chipping Norton
Mrs Pippa Hornby
60.

21/03564/HHD

Replacement of existing garden shed with new single storey, freestanding oak framed
garage/store.
Trevan 19 London Lane Ascott Under Wychwood
Mr And Mrs Moncur
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61.

21/03587/FUL

Burford

APP

Change of land use from an equestrian manege to a hard surface tennis court with surround
fencing.
Old Vicarage Taynton Burford
Mr Simon Polito
62.

21/03597/HHD

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Erection of a single storey extensions
44 Westland Way Woodstock Oxfordshire
Oliver and Sophie Lanestead
63.

21/03613/HHD

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Single storey kitchen extension and south facing extension to sitting room, changes to
fenestration and proposed single storey detached garage
Brookend Cottage Chastleton Moreton-In-Marsh
Mr Graham Williams
64.

21/03680/HHD

Freeland and Hanborough

APP

Erection of a single storey side and rear extensions.
Rowan Witney Road Freeland
Mrs Penny Young
65.

21/03833/CND

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Discharge of condition 8 (Exceedance flow routing plan) of planning permission 21/00871/FUL
The Old Garage Springfield Bicester Road
Mr David Hawes
66.

21/03991/NMA

Woodstock and Bladon

APP

Erection of two semi-detached dwellings together with associated works and access (Non
material amendment to allow a PV panel array utilising North East and South West Facing
roof slopes).
Former Village Hall Grove Road Bladon
Dene Vanbrugh Unit Trust
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67.

21/03998/NMA

Kingham, Rollright and Enstone

APP

Siting of six holiday lodges (non material amendment to expand the list of approved plans
referred to under condition 2 of planning permission 18/03199/FUL to include additional
specifications for the type of holiday lodge to be stationed)
Merryweather Farm Hook Norton Road Chipping Norton
White
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